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ABSTRACT
Human annotations are of integral value in human behavior
studies and in particular for the generation of ground truth
for behavior prediction using various machine learning methods. These often subjective human annotations are especially
required for studies involving measuring and predicting hidden mental states (e.g. emotions) that cannot effectively be
measured or assessed by other means. Human annotations
are noisy and prone to the influence of several factors including personal bias, task ambiguity, environmental distractions,
and health state. We propose a novel method for fusion of
continuous real-time human annotations to generate accurate
ground truth estimates. We introduce a signal warping method
that uses additional comparative rank-based information about
specific subsets of the annotations to correct for specific types
of human annotation artifacts. This approach is validated using
a mechanically simple but perceptually demanding psychophysical annotation experiment where objective truth labels are
known. Our method yields ground truth estimates that are in
better agreement with the objective truth than state-of-the-art
approaches.
Index Terms— Annotation fusion, total variation denoising, ground truth
1. INTRODUCTION
Estimation of human mental states and traits that are not readily
observable, such as emotional state, engagement, productivity, and attention is notoriously difficult. For these types of
problems, self or observer-based annotations are often used to
provide ratings for the target behavioral or experiential construct and establish ground truth labels for machine learning.
However, the human annotation process is noisy and produces
several types of artifacts in the labels due to factors such as
perception bias, interpretation ambiguity, and distractions, to
name a few [1]. The impact of these biases and cognitive
effects on the annotations are magnified when the annotation
task is complex or when it demands careful attention and vigilance over long sessions.
The usual strategy for combating these error sources involves gathering multiple annotations from different persons
and fusing them to obtain a single ground truth thus mitigating
the effect of individual biases and annotation artifacts, but
there is yet no consensus on a best-practice fusion approach.
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Prior work on continuous annotation fusion has focused on
ground truth estimation by modeling and removing different
specific sources of annotation lag, noise, and/or artifacts. One
evaluator-dependent approach [2] finds an optimal time shift
for individual annotations to align them before fusion via perframe averaging. This method corrects for variance in annotators’ response times, but may perform poorly with adversarial
annotations or changes in reaction lag over time (e.g. long
annotation tasks). Dynamic time warping [3] is a well-known
alignment solution that maximizes the agreement between annotators by adjusting for the variance in each annotators’ lag
time, but it only corrects for temporal misalignments during fusion. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [4] and correlated
spaces regression (CSR) [5] focus on correcting systemic and
consistent personal annotation biases by learning a projection
function for a set of features that maximizes the projected
features’ correlation with the set of annotations. Many other
feature-based methods have been proposed [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and
perform reasonably well on various data sets, but require an
informative set of features to be extracted from the stimuli
for alignment and fusion. In cases where annotator fatigue or
external distractions occur, annotation artifacts may not correlate with these features and affect the quality of the resulting
ground truth estimation.
Several studies have shown that people are better at comparative ranking than absolute rating [1, 11, 12] suggesting
that continuous annotations may not exhibit coherence and
self-consistency. In this paper we present a correction method,
applied after continuous annotation fusion, that uses relative
rank information about subsets of the fused annotation to generate a ground truth closer to the objective truth. This rank information is collected in a separate annotation session. Several
well-studied data sets involving continuous human annotation
already exist [13, 14, 15], but the target construct in each has
no objective truth for comparison. So, we present and examine the results from our own simple continuous annotation
experiments and show that our proposed method can be used
to improve the quality of the ground truth.
2. EXPERIMENT
In this study we use a simple but perceptually challenging
annotation task where the objective truth is known. Ten annotators were asked to separately rate the intensity (luminance)
of the color green in two videos in real-time and on a continuous scale by adjusting a standard user-interface slider widget.
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Fig. 1: A closeup snapshot of the user interface at different
times during the green intensity annotation task. Annotators
only adjusted the slider in sync with changes in the green
video.

The same physical computer, monitor, and lighting conditions
were used for all ten annotators. The videos were less than
five minutes in length, 864x480 resolution, and comprised entirely of solid color frames of green at varying green channel
intensities in RGB color space. In Task A’s video, the green
intensity changed at different speeds and times while avoiding
discontinuous jumps and was designed to test annotator rating
accuracy. Task B’s video featured a perturbed slow oscillation
of the green intensity and was chosen to test consistency in
annotation over time. The annotation process was devised to
be mechanically undemanding with a simple responsive interface to help ensure the main annotation challenge lay in the
translation of perceived green intensity to annotation rating. A
picture of the annotation interface is shown in Fig 1.
Fig 2 shows a plot of all ten annotations alongside the objective truth for these two annotation tasks. Intra-class correlation measures were computed to estimate annotator agreement
per the guidelines in [16] and achieved approximately 0.97
at a 95% confidence interval for each task earning an excellent agreement rating according to [17]. The ICC values were
calculated using the psych package version 1.6.9 in R using a
mean-rating (k=3), consistency, two-way mixed effects model.
Although the annotator agreement measure is very high
and Fig 2 shows that annotators were generally quite good at
capturing large-scale changes and trends, they still had difficulties in other areas. First, annotators tended to over-shoot
the target value when annotating increases or decreases in
value over a period of time such as in Fig 2a between 200
and 250 seconds. This indicates they were perhaps fixated
on annotating the rate of change rather than the actual rating.
Secondly, we note that approximately half of the annotators
struggled to capture the lack of change in green intensity especially during the 100 to 150-second time interval in Fig 2a.
One possible explanation is that the longer duration of this
constant segment gave annotators time to realize their current
intensity ratings did not match their perception and then adjust
the value to match in spite of what was (not) occurring in
the video. Lastly, we note that similar green intensities were
annotated inconsistently over time. In particular, there was
a significant difference in average annotation value per and
within annotators at different time intervals where the green
intensity was actually at a constant 0.5 value (see Fig 2a). This
last observation implies that even for this relatively simple
annotation task, annotators struggled to accurately capture the
trends while preserving self-consistency over time.

We propose a method for warping fused annotations to establish a ground truth signal that has been corrected for various
global inconsistencies, artifacts, and errors introduced during the real-time continuous human annotation process. The
method leverages a recurring observation that annotators more
successfully capture trends and less accurately represent exact
ratings [1, 11, 12]. In our approach, additional information in
the form of similarity comparisons between unique time segments of the video must be collected from annotators after the
continuous annotation task (these supplementary annotations
are simulated in this work). We then leverage the structure of
the fused annotations to identify peaks, valleys, and spans of
time where the target construct does not appear to change and
we only collect comparisons corresponding to these segments.
Our method is summarized as a sequence of steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Annotation Fusion
Total variation (TV) denoising
Constant interval extraction
Triplet comparison collection
Ordinal embedding
Fused annotation warping

The first step fuses the raw annotations together to form a
single time series, and, in principle, any existing annotation
fusion method could be used at this stage. Total variation (TV)
denoising is then used to approximate the fused signal as a
piecewise-constant step function in order to facilitate the identification of segments in time where the target construct does
not change noticeably (peaks, valley, and plateaus). Nearly
constant intervals of the fused signal are extracted yielding
these time segments and then additional rank information is
procured from annotators to re-evaluate the proper sorting of
these constant intervals with respect to the target construct.
We collect comparison results among unique triplets of these
constant intervals and employ an ordinal embedding technique
to re-rank them. Finally, the fused signal is warped piecewiselinearly so the corresponding constant intervals align with the
embedding. These steps and their assumptions are described
in detail in the corresponding sections below and Fig 3 shows
the results after applying this technique.
3.1. Annotation Fusion
The first step involves fusing the annotations into a single representative signal. Many methods have been proposed for this
[2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 18, 19] and in principle any choice works for
this step. We use a simple per-annotator time shift (EvalDep)
proposed by Mariooryad et al. [2]. This method requires some
feature sequences to be extracted from the video for alignment,
so we provide the green intensity and its forward difference
per frame. These particular features allow for a nearly optimal time alignment, but in our tests the proposed method
improves ground truth estimation even without time alignment.
After shifting each annotation by its own lag estimate (approximately 1.6 seconds each), we truncate the trailing frames so
all annotations are equal length and then average them in time.
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(b) Task B: Objective truth and real-time annotations

(a) Task A: Objective truth and real-time annotations

Fig. 2: Plots of the objective truths (bold) and annotations of green channel intensity from ten annotators in two separate tasks.
3.2. Total Variation Denoising

3.4. Triplet Comparisons

Total variation (TV) denoising has been successfully used to remove salt and pepper noise from images while simultaneously
preserving signal edges [20]. In our context, we want to identify the set of peaks and valleys where the annotation rating
may be inaccurate, and we also want to find the set of nearly
constant regions of the fused annotation signal corresponding
to a lack of noticeable change in the target construct.
We use the TFOCS MATLAB library [21] to find a new
vector y that approximates the fused annotation x by minimizing:
y = min
y

hX

kxt −

yt k2`2

+λ

t

X

kyt+1 − yt k`1

i

t

The parameter λ controls the influence of the temporal variation term and degree to which y is approximately piecewiseconstant. For this study, we hand-tune λ by increasing it by
multiples of ten from a very tiny value (e.g. 10−8 ) until it
first starts appearing piecewise constant and we settle on the
value 0.05. In theory, this parameter can be automatically
selected based on other criteria and heuristics, but we leave
this endeavor for future work.

3.3. Constant Interval Extraction
A simple heuristic is used to extract nearly constant intervals
from the TV-denoised signal. In this step, we scan the TVdenoised signal to find the smallest set of (largest) intervals
where each interval satisfies two criteria: (1) the total height
does not exceed threshold h, and (2) the frame length of the
interval is at least T frames.
We use a height threshold h = 0.003 and a minimum frame
count threshold T = 17 (recall the videos are 30Hz). We
choose h to be quite small relative to the annotation scale and
find that for well-TV-denoised signals the method is not very
sensitive to this parameter. The T parameter is selected to be
the smallest value greater than 10 (average human reaction
time) that produces a manageable number of intervals. The
number of triplets for n intervals grows O(n3 ) so we minimize
the interval count.

In this step during an actual experiment, annotators are asked
to compare three extracted video segments corresponding to
each unique triplet of constant intervals. One video segment
serves as a reference and the other two as test candidates and
the annotator is instructed to select which of the two candidate
video segments is most similar to the reference. We simulate
these comparison results in this study using the objective truth
as an oracle.
3.5. Ordinal Embedding
Ordinal embedding problems attempt to learn a (typically
lower dimension) embedding that preserves a similarity relationship between subsets of data points. For our application,
we are interested in the case where the ordinal comparisons are
given in triplet form. Given a set of inputs Y = {y1 , ..., yn } with
each y ∈ Rm and a set of similarity relations on 3-tuples from
Y of the form s(yi , y j ) < s(yi , yk ) where {i, j, k} is a 3-subset of
{1, 2, ..., n}, the goal is to find a set Z = {z1 , ..., zn } with each
z ∈ Rd such that:
kzi − z j k < kzi − zk k ⇐⇒ s(yi , y j ) < s(yi , yk )
for some norm on Z. These triplet comparisons express a similarity relationship where sample i is more similar to sample j
than k. Collecting comparisons from humans over triplets has
been studied and proven useful in other works [22].
In our method, ordinal embedding is used to reorder the
constant intervals to try to sort them properly with respect
to the objective truth. Many ordinal embedding solvers
over triplets have been proposed [22, 23]. We employ the
t-stochastic triplet embedding (t-STE) approach [22] because,
as the authors highlight, it aggregates similar points and repels
dissimilar ones leading to simpler solutions. Fig 3 shows
the embedding results for the extracted constant intervals
on Task A that have been rescaled to the proper [0, 1] range
and computed using all possible triplet comparisons from
the oracle. Note that the embedding only preserves the relative similarity relationships, so it is expected to be off by a
(unknown) monotonic transformation of the objective truth.
3.6. Spatial Warping
In the final step, the fused annotation is spatially warped to
rectify inconsistencies using the ordinal embedding results.
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Objective truth
Embedded intervals

Average signal
Warped signal

Task

Pearson Spearman Kendall’s NMI
Tau
EvalDep Average 0.906
0.946
0.830 0.484
A
Warped EvalDep 0.967
0.939
0.835 0.562
EvalDep Average 0.969
0.969
0.855 0.774
B
Warped EvalDep 0.988
0.987
0.906 0.862

Green intensity value

1
0.8
0.6

Table 1: Agreement measures for baseline and proposed
warped fused annotation approaches. All warped results use a
complete set of ordinal comparisons from the oracle. NMI =
normalized mutual information.
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Fig. 3: Plot of the objective truth signal, time-shifted average
annotation signal (EvalDep), warped signal (proposed), and
the 1-D embedding for extracted constant intervals for Task A.
The spatially warped signal better approximates the structure
of the objective truth and also achieves greater self-consistency
over the entire annotation duration.
Within the time frame of each interval, the fused annotation
is shifted so its average over the interval is equal to its corresponding embedding value. The fused annotation between
each constant interval is offset and linearly scaled to align
with its neighboring repositioned constant intervals. We select
a linear inter-interval warping function because it minimally
distorts the signal. A formal definition is given in Fig 4.

4. RESULTS
Table 1 shows various objective truth agreement measures for
the proposed method and the EvalDep method from [2] used
as a baseline. The proposed method improves the accuracy
of the ground truth estimate in both tasks and Fig 3 clearly
shows that it produces a more self-consistent signal over large
periods of time.
Although one would expect the proposed rank-based signal
warping procedure to improve rank-based correlation metrics,
the Spearman correlation decreases slightly primarily due to
frame-level rank disagreements over the warped constant intervals rather than disagreements at a large scale due to the
ordinal embedding. The same decrease in rank-based correlation can occur when any non-injective function is piecewise
linearly warped and thus is not a particular artifact of this
method.
5. FUTURE WORK
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Fig. 4: Equations for our proposed spatial warping method.
Let t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T } be a time index, yt denote the fused annotation signal, y0t denote the warped signal value, and let C be
the ordered sequence of non-overlapping time intervals corresponding to the extracted constant intervals. We define E
as the sequence of embedding values in Rd corresponding to
the time interval sequence C. The sequence I is used instead
of C to handle edge cases. For notational simplicity, we also
introduce a new sequence S whose ith element is the difference between interval i’s average value and the corresponding
embedding value.

There are several compelling research directions for expanding
on this work which we aim to address in the future. The total
variation denoising and constant interval extraction procedures
require selection of tunable constants to achieve desirable results, which we would like to eliminate. Further analysis of
this method’s ability to produce accurate ground truth estimates for more complex continuous annotation tasks, like 2-D
dimensional core affect, is another exciting avenue. Large
reductions in the number of required triplet comparisons may
also be possible by using adaptive sampling techniques, by
automatically inferring comparisons via stochastic transitivity, and by exploiting information redundancy in the triplets.
Further investigation of the interplay between annotator uncertainty and trend annotations may reveal additional ways to
improve the ground truth estimate.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a novel method for improving the
accuracy and consistency of fused continuous annotations for
use as ground truth. We test our approach in experiments
where objective truths are known and show that our approach
yields a ground truth in better agreement with the objective
truth in spite of the presence of several annotation artifacts.
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